Myelin repair by transplantation of myelin-forming cells in globoid cell leukodystrophy.
Globoid cell leukodystrophy (GLD), or Krabbe disease, is a devastating demyelinating disease that affects both the central and peripheral nervous systems. It is caused by genetic deficiency in the activity of a lysosomal enzyme, galactocerebrosidase (GALC), which is necessary for the maintenance of myelin. Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) including umbilical cord stem cell transplantation is the only effective therapy available to date. HSCT significantly prolongs the life span of patients with GLD when performed before disease onset, although it is not curative. In HSCT, infiltrating donor-derived macrophages are thought to indirectly supply the enzyme (called "cross-correction") to the host's myelinating cells. Given the limitation in treating GLD, it is hypothesized that remyelinating demyelinated axons with GALC-competent myelinating cells by transplantation will result in more stable myelination than endogenous myelin repair supported by GALC cross-correction. Transplantation of myelin-forming cells in a variety of animal models of dysmyelinating and demyelinating disorders suggests that this approach is promising in restoring saltatory conduction and protecting neurons by providing new healthy myelin. However, GLD is one of the most challenging diseases in terms of the aggressiveness of the disease and widespread pathology. Experimental transplantation of myelin-forming cells in the brain of a mouse model of GLD has been only modestly effective to date. Thus, a practical strategy for myelin repair in GLD would be to combine the rapid and widespread cross-correction of GALC by HSCT with the robust, stable myelination provided by transplanted GALC-producing myelin-forming cells. This short review will discuss such possibilities. © 2016 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.